
 

THE CHURCH MEDIA PODCAST 
EPISODE 153: Secrets of Dynamic Communication with Ken Davis (Part One) 

Show Outline 

DRY TEASER: 
The Church Media Podcast. Episode 15153: Secrets to Dynamic Communication with Ken Davis (Part 
One). Let’s do it.


INTRODUCTION:  
Hey guys - welcome to the podcast. I’m Carl. I hope you enjoyed our three week Christians in Media 
marathon. It was kind of a big three part celebration of our 150th episode of the show. If you missed it, 
we shared interviews with some of the best producers, performers and directors in the faith based 
space. Interviews with director Alex Kendrick, Movieguide CEO Ted Baehr, Pureflix Entertainment CEO 
Michael Scott, comedians Victoria Jackson and Mark Lowry, director Jon Erwin and others. We packed 3 
interviews in every week.


You can catch up if you missed them - by subscribing to the podcast in iTunes or listen on our website at 
thechurchmediapodcast.com. Really good stuff. And if you haven’t noticed, the podcast has gotten a 
little bit of a facelift - we’ve updated our logos and graphics, changed a few little elements of the show 
to keep things fresh.


Today we are starting another 3 week series on the show. This time with a serious powerhouse in the 
topic of communicating and public speaking - Ken Davis will be joining me starting today. Ken is a best 
selling author, speaker, entertainer, entrepreneur. His business partner for years was life coach Michael 
Hyatt who you might have heard of.

Ken has decades of experience in teaching others the SCORRE method - SCORRE. The SCORRE 
method of communicating to audiences of all sizes. We’ll walk through every single bit of that method 
over the next three weeks. One reason why we do these episodes in parts over a few weeks is this - we 
are getting guys and ladies on the podcast now that are in-demand speakers and experts - they are so 
gracious to spend an hour or more of their time with me and are giving you the content that others are 
paying sums of money to get at their speaking engagements and conferences. So we you’re getting 
courses of practical content, absolutely free on our show. 
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In today’s interview with Ken, we introduce you the SCORRE method and give practical tips to any 
speaker, teacher, preacher communicating in a Worship Experience or anywhere. Our goal here is to help 
you transform your Worship Experience - so we’re talking about every single aspect of your service - 
audio, lighting, video, stage design, volunteer culture, speaking, leadership. All that good stuff is packed 
in every week.


Alright, let’s get to it. Ken Davis is up. 

First, check out this Church Media Tip from my friend Kim Porter at the River Church.


SEGMENT 1:  
Interview 

COMMERCIAL 2:  
Whether you are one who speaks only on rare occasions or you find yourself addressing an audience 
every day, Ken Davis’ book Secrets to Dynamic Communication will be an invaluable tool.  


Beneficial to the experienced pro as well as the new beginner, Secrets of Dynamic Communication is a 
practical and effective handbook for powerful presentations of all kinds. It takes the reader through the 
process of selecting and developing a theme, giving it focus, fleshing it out, and communicating well 
with the audience. 


The first half is devoted to preparation, the second to delivery.


Author Ken Davis is frequently hired by individuals and companies around the world to bring his humor 
and expertise to others in the speaking field, and he is now bringing those concepts to the wider 
community as well. No abstract theories here, only step-by-step help in preparing and delivering 
speeches that get results!  


Secrets of Dynamic Communication. Available now on Amazon and wherever books are sold.


SEGMENT 2:  
For additional resources for you and your team, visit thechurchmediapodcast.com, that’s 
thechurchmediapodcast.com, you can click on Episode #153 for the Show Notes for this episode. Why 
not? It’s free.


SHOW CLOSE: 
Next week on the show, we’ll continue our 3 part series with Ken Davis. We’ll walk through more of the 
SCORRE process and also talk through how to deliver your content to your audience more effectively. 
Be here next week for that.


Thank you for listening to the show. We are one of the top church tech podcasts in the nation.

Go out there guys and create some incredible experiences this weekend.

I’ll catch you next week.
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